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NOW OR NEVER
RESET TO CLIMATE SAFE

WOMINJEKA
The National Sustainable Living Festival 
acknowledges the lands and waters of the 
Wurundjeri and Boon Wurrung people and 
their Elders past and present. These two 
language groups form part of the Eastern Kulin 
Nation of south central Victoria, upon which 
the Festival takes place.

The 2021 Festival theme, Now or Never, drew on the increasing evidence that 
the level of action we take in the coming years will define our ability to protect 
our future. The climate and biodiversity emergency calls for committed and 
immediate action at a speed and scale that match the level of threat we face.  

Driven by the message of this theme, the 
Festival presented a diverse program  
of events that focused on delivering 
actionable opportunities and educational 
resources to help audiences accelerate the 
uptake of sustainability in their homes and 
communities, now. 

Despite many challenges the Festival faced 
in forward planning and event delivery, the 
NSLF could feel a palpable need to produce  
a platform where people could safely 
reconnect with the sustainability and 
climate movements while exploring lessons 
learnt over the last year. So, in 2021, NSLF 
presented a mixed format of both online and 
in-person events that responded to the need 
to find alternative ways to reach audiences in 
uncertain times.
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Despite the confronting challenges 
NSLF faced as an event producer over 
the past 12 months, I’m extremely 
proud that we were able to develop a 
pathway to deliver a highly successful 
Festival in 2021.

Without the strength and commitment of the 
sustainability community in Melbourne, the 
Festival would not have been possible. It was 
yet another demonstration of how people 
and community came together during the 
COVID pandemic with resilience and creative 
solutions.

The level of participation from our Event 
Partners, presenters and artists exceeded our 
expectations. We deeply thank all those who 
made such wonderful contributions to the 
Events Program.

Keeping the sustainability message alive 
and thriving is as important as ever. In this 
age of environmental, social and economic 
disruptions, it is vital that we don’t lose sight 
of the bigger picture and keep our eye firmly 
focused on the mission to sustain our planet 
while we also deal with other challenges that 
may need our immediate attention.

We would like to thank all of our wonderful 
Festival sponsors, donors, Event Partners, 
production crew and the amazing team of 
volunteers who continue supporting the 
Festival with such enthusiasm.

While there remains much to do to meet the 
present and future threats and risks, I also see 
some significant shifts occurring in awareness 
and attitudes, so I eagerly look forward to the 
next chapter in the program development of 
the Festival in 2022.

Luke Taylor

Festival Director

MESSAGE FROM 
THE DIRECTOR



2021 
THEMES 
To help accelerate collective action in this critical decade, NSLF brought 
together a diverse program delivered across four core programming streams. 
These guiding themes were also communicated to prospective Event Partners, 
who were invited to submit applications for Festival Events that explored these 
critical questions in engaging ways.

CULTURE  
OF CARE

LOCAL  
MATTERS

EMERGENCY 
LESSONS

REBOOT & 
RESPOND

What do we really want to sustain?  
How do we express our relationship with  
what we want to protect? What scale and 
speed of action is essential to save and 
secure what we care about?

The current pandemic has led many people 
to connect with their local environment and 
community in new and deeper ways. What 
local impacts and threats have come into  
the spotlight? What local solutions are key  
in supporting rapid global success?

What does the current pandemic emergency 
tell us about how we can address the climate 
and biodiversity crisis? Which lessons from 
this unprecedented response could be 
applied to our advocacy and action?

How can we address the climate  
emergency and long-term sustainability in  
the post-pandemic reboot? What’s the 
current reality we now face and what level 
of response do we need to protect people 
and the planet?  What are the associated 
employment, economic and social 
opportunities at this pivotal time?
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182
TOTAL FESTIVAL 
EVENTS

FESTIVAL 
SNAPSHOT

3,320

8,320

41

22,850

38,850

124

50 54

IN-PERSON

IN-PERSON

EVENTS IN CIT Y OF  
MELBOURNE

ONLINE

ONLINE

EVENT PROGRAM 
PARTNERS

EVENT PARTNERS FROM 
CIT Y OF MELBOURNE

VISITATION
SPONSORED ACTIVITY ATTENDANCE

TOTAL FESTIVAL ATTENDANCE

ACTIVATION

FESTIVAL VENUES

CLIMATE  
CHANGE
57 Events

WASTE &  
RECYCLING
43 Events

NATURE & 
 CONSERVATION
41 Events

SUSTAINABLE  
LIVING
40 Events

LOCAL &  
SUSTAINABLE FOOD
37 Events

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN  
& ARCHITECTURE
36 Events

TOP THEMES IN EVENTS

Changes in COVID 
restrictions throughout 
February affected our ability 
to deliver some Feature 
Events in-person. However, 
NSLF was pleased to have 
exceeded online attendance 
targets.



A RESILIENT &  
SAFE FESTIVAL

COVID PLAN IN ACTION
• Pre-registered event tickets to restrict numbers and collect data for tracing

• Advised audience members to stay at home if unwell, and get tested

• Ensured NSLF crew alerted management if feeling unwell while at an event

• Registrations taken at in-person venues using the QR code at the entrance

• Maintained social distancing between audience members at all times

• Mandatory masks as required when attending in-person events

• Ensured audience members followed the directional signage

• Advised audience members to stay in allocated seats where practical

• Advised audience members to leave the venue as soon as the event finishes

• Practiced hand hygiene and made hand sanitiser available

Like many event producers over the past 12 months, NSLF has been moving 
with the times and adjusting to the changing COVID-19 circumstances and 
restrictions. 

While the Festival team pursued the goal of 
reconnecting audiences with a summer of 
sustainability, the top priorities of safety and 
accessibility underpinned all decision making 
throughout the production process. 

Incorporating online events and live-stream 
attendance options allowed more health-
vulnerable and/or remote audience members 

to engage with the Festival. Doing so was met 
with positive feedback, and this aspect of the 
program will likely continue in some form in 
future events to uphold that level of access.

Events that were able to safely go ahead 
in person, despite fluctuating risks and 
restrictions, complied with a comprehensive 
COVID-safe event delivery plan.



“THE NATIONAL SUSTAINABLE 
LIVING FESTIVAL IS MORE THAN 
JUST A CELEBRATION OF ALL THINGS 
SUSTAINABLE; IT’S A CALL TO 
ACTION TO REMIND PEOPLE ACROSS 
AUSTRALIA THAT WE CAN ALL PLAY A 
POSITIVE ROLE IN PROTECTING OUR 
ENVIRONMENT.”
SALLY CAPP | LORD MAYOR | CITY OF MELBOURNE
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The National Sustainable Living Festival has called Melbourne home for over 
20 years, and in that time it has grown into the largest and longest-running 
sustainability event in Australia. NSLF benefits from being able to draw on 
abundant local talent to produce a diverse and engaging program that brings 
the city together around themes of sustainability. A program that presents a 
wide range of opportunities for community involvement - both as audience 
participants and as Event Partners. 

Along with a passionate local community, 
the Festival is proud to have been supported 
throughout the years by its Principal Partner, 
the City of Melbourne, who recognise 
that ambitious action on climate change is 
required and that connecting people and 
campaigns through innovative events like 
NSLF is important for maintaining momentum 
for positive change.

While the Festival’s events and messaging 
reach a national and international audience 
each year, the unprecedented circumstances 
that the whole world has been grappling 
with has served as a reminder that ‘Local 
Matters’ and that a lot can be achieved in 
our own backyard. As we look to the future, 
there has never been a more important time 
to reconnect individuals and communities 
through shared sustainability goals.

Though the mixed format of this year’s 
program allowed significantly more events 
than originally expected to go forward, it was 
still very exciting that many Event Partners 
were able to invite audiences to reconnect in 
person as the city came back to life. 

On top of NSLF’s line-up of Feature Events 
at Queen Victoria Market and The Capitol, 
a few of the in-person highlights within the 
free events program included kids’ backyard 
adventure workshops hosted by ArtPlay 
along the banks of the Yarra River; forums 
and panels on everything from fashion 
waste to community-led climate action at 
the MPavilion Parkade; immersive nature 
experiences at the Royal Botanic Gardens; 
and many more.

CITY OF  
SUSTAINABILITY
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NSLF OPEN  
ACCESS
The Open Access Events Program runs for the full month of the Festival and 
sees NSLF collaborating with a wide range of Event Partners to bring together 
a multifaceted program that showcases sustainability across Melbourne and 
beyond.

The Open Access programming stream 
provides an opportunity for hundreds of 
businesses, organisations, communities 
and individuals to benefit from the Festival 
platform as a means to reach new audiences 
and forward their sustainability goals. NSLF, 
in turn, is able to expand its overall program 
to present even more solutions, perspectives 
and experiences through its events. 

As has been a recurring theme this year, 
despite challenges faced by NSLF and other 
event organisers, there were still strong calls 
from previous and potential partners, as well 
as the public, for the Festival and what it 
celebrates to push forward in whatever format 
possible.

In response to this need, NSLF made a 
key change in this year’s Open Access 
Program and invited applications for live and 
interactive online events in addition to in-
person events and experiences. 

Given the circumstances, this format provided 
greater flexibility and access for Event 
Partners to be able to reach audiences in 
a safe environment and sidestep difficult 
logistical issues that would likely have kept 
their events from running. Adjusting our 
approach resulted in over 170 educational 
and creative events of all shapes and sizes 
joining the program from a wide variety of 
locations and organisers. 

Whether through the screen or in-person, 
this year’s program presented engaging and 
informative content for attendees and gave 
people the chance to explore sustainability 
through an array of topics ranging from the 
climate and biodiversity emergency and post-
pandemic recovery to food security, waste 
and resource recovery, energy efficiency, 
cycling, permaculture, clean air, resilient 
communities, sustainable fashion and travel, 
ethical finance, eco-art and everything else in 
between.
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PROGRAM 
SNAPSHOT
OPEN ACCESS EVENTS: 171
48% IN-PERSON / 52% ONLINE

TOTAL ATTENDANCE: 20K +

OPEN ACCESS EVENT PARTNERS: 97

EVENT THEME BREAKDOWN:
 

CULTURE OF CARE: 32%

LOCAL MATTERS: 29%

CRISIS LESSONS: 9%

REBOOT & RESPOND: 30%



ffss.

With a commitment to highlighting First Nations perspectives and knowledge, 
especially in the context of the climate and sustainability movements, NSLF 
gave priority to presenting Indigenous speakers, changemakers and events 
throughout the Festival Program.

In 2021, the Festival played host to an 
inspiring lineup of events and local talent. 
From illuminating panels and forum 
discussions to moving documentary 
screenings and more, First Nations 
collaborators gave Festival audiences 
the opportunity to explore and gain new 
understanding of this ‘Culture of Caring’. 

Through these events, Indigenous community 
leaders delved into how, in the face of 
a climate and biodiversity emergency, 
Australia can draw on knowledge systems 
that sustained thriving relationships with 
Country for tens of thousands of years. Here 
we look back on just a few of the impactful 
experiences shared with audiences.

FIRST NATIONS 
UP FRONT
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Festival Event Partners, Firesticks Alliance 
and AusRegen, teamed up to deliver an in-
depth online workshop, Fire & Water Healing, 
which explored the use of First Nations 
fire and water land management practices. 
The workshop examined if and how we can 
draw on this knowledge when addressing 
the climate emergency in an effort to heal 
Country, restore rainfall, reduce destructive 
wildfires, draw down carbon and help cool 
the land.

Many Indigenous communities provide vital 
ecological and climate mitigation services 
to the benefit of the nation, yet the ability 
for First Nations communities to continue to 
protect Country and contribute substantially 
to Australia’s climate emergency response 
remains heavily restricted. The Festival’s 
Reset.21 Forum Wreckage to Reform on 
Country invited leaders of the National Native 
Title Council and Kimberly Land Council, 
along with Indigenous social impact and 
governance researchers, to discuss what 
legal reform and investment is needed to 
properly support Indigenous landholders to 
respectfully manage Country and forge real 
opportunities for urgent climate repair?

Australia’s first and only hatted Indigenous 
chef, Clayton Donovan, took centre stage at 
the Festival’s feature sustainable food event, 
The Great Local Lunch. During the first-ever 
‘Home Cooked Edition’ of this popular annual 
event, Donovan brought his vast knowledge 
of native ingredients and flavours to a live 
cooking demonstration while discussing the 
important role his work has played in the 
adoption of these ingredients in restaurants 
and home kitchens across the country.

The NSLF Feature Forum Culture of Caring 
saw Jefa Greenaway (Wailwan| Kamilaroi); an 
architect, knowledge broker and lecturer who 
champions Indigenous-led design thinking in 
his work, joined by a panel of other leading 
sustainable and inclusive architects to discuss 
how embedding a culture of care in one’s 
work can translate in design and aesthetic.



Following on from the success and impact 
of 2020’s Climate Program, NSLF developed 
a 6-part Feature Forum Series to help 
reconnect and reset our climate action after 
an unprecedented year. The RESET.21 program 
convened some of the most ambitious strategic 
thought-leaders to bring the current climate 
reality into sharp focus and help elevate ‘next 
level’ responses that support emergency level 
action within the decade.

RESET.21
FEATURE FORUM PROGRAM 
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The RESET.21 Festival Forum Series wove through six key conversations, each 
one designed to build on the last, forming an interconnected narrative around 
the most pressing topics in climate of the last year.

The program opened with ‘Matters Of Facts’, 
an honest conversation about up-to-date 
findings from leading climate scientists and 
whether current targets are enough to meet 
the challenges we face, which formed the 
context for the rest of the series. 

‘Pandemonium’ followed next, analysing 
emergency response, both locally and 
abroad, through the lens of the current 
coronavirus pandemic and the strategic 
learnings that could be utilised in addressing 
climate change. 

Next came ‘Wreckage To Reform On Country’, 
that tackled the overdue need to remake 
Native Title to strengthen climate repair, a 
pressing and important discussion after the 
destruction of the Juukan Gorge Caves. 

From local, the focus turned global with 
‘Hot, Wet & Violent’, delving into the global 

security consequences of climate change with 
a panel of local and international defence 
experts, looking at the implications and risks 
for Australia and our Pacific neighbours. 

With the case for emergency action building, 
the conversation then turned to possibilities 
for immediate cooling in ‘The Cooling 
Conundrum’, featuring an international 
panel of frontline experts in geoengineering 
to tackle the challenging and nuanced 
discussion around options, governance and 
social justice - a first for the Festival Program.

The series finished with the necessarily 
ambitious ‘Below Zero 2030’, outlining a 
rigorous and rousing plan for complete 
decarbonisation at emergency scale and 
speed. It focused on how this could be 
achieved in an Australian context and the 
drawdown potential of natural systems to get 
us to negative emissions within the decade.

SERIES  
BREAKDOWN



CONNECTING INTERNATIONALLY
The ability to present and draw on international perspectives 
was a strength of the RESET.21 Forum Series. Travel 
restrictions created the opportunity for a diverse range 
of leaders in global climate emergency strategy to join 
via video link-up. Highlights from the series’ international 
talent included Sir David King, former UK Government Chief 
Scientific Adviser who connected from London with local 
climate leader David Spratt and Sydney-based, up-and-
coming climate scientist Sarah Perkins-Kirkpatrick. Former 
military advisor to the President of Bangladesh, Major 
General AMN Muniruzzaman (Retd.), brought a powerful and 
alarming picture of the challenges faced by low-lying countries 
neighbouring Australia. The Cooling Conundrum saw an all-
star lineup in the field of geoengineering hit the virtual stage 
for a deep discussion on immediate global cooling. The panel 
connected from New York, Cambridge MA and Canada. 

REACHING NEW AUDIENCES
One of the Festival’s key objectives in its climate programming 
is to educate and engage new audiences by making critical 
climate conversations as accessible as possible. While the 
state of restrictions did allow for the option of in-person 
attendance at the first forum, the Festival’s growing digital 
platform helped to extend the reach of the program with the 
entire RESET.21 Forum Series freely available to stream live 
online. This helped the series to gain widespread attention 
from local, interstate and international audiences in a form 
that allowed viewers to watch again later and share amongst 
their networks. The full series streamed live from The 
Capitol, an iconic  and carbon neutral theatre in the heart of 
Melbourne.

“WE HAVE TO MOVE RAPIDLY. WHAT WE DO IN THE NEXT 2-3 YEARS,  
I BELIEVE, WILL DETERMINE THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY.”
SIR DAVID KING | FORMER UK GOVERNMENT CHIEF SCIENTIFIC ADVISER

“WE NEED TO HAVE A CLIMATE EMERGENCY MOBILISATION. WE NEED TO 
RECOGNISE, AND IT’S THE FIRST KEY PRINCIPLE OF PREPAREDNESS, IS 
TO LOOK HONESTLY AT THE WORLD AS IT IS, NOT AS YOU WANT IT TO BE.”
CHERYL DURRANT | FORMER DIRECTOR OF PREPAREDNESS & MOBILISATION, DOD
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SERIES  
SNAPSHOT

120 7K
IN-PERSON ATTENDANCE  
(FORUM ONE)

TOTAL SERIES  
ATTENDANCE

KEY MEDIA

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED

ABC RADIO NATIONAL
ABC RADIO MELBOURNE

THE CITIZEN
3RRR RADIO

CIT Y OF MELBOURNE
RMIT UNIVERSIT Y
BREAKTHROUGH CLIMATE  
CENTRE

THE SAFE CLIMATE FUND
THE CAPITOL 
BEYOND ZERO EMISSIONS

CENTRE FOR CLIMATE REPAIR
NATIONAL CLIMATE EMERGENCY 
SUMMIT

“REALISTICALLY, IF WE REALLY HIT 
GO AND THE WORLD’S FINANCIERS 
AND GOVERNMENTS GOT BEHIND 
INDUSTRIAL SCALING, WE COULD GET 
THERE IN ABOUT 5 YEARS.”
SAUL GRIFFITH | REWIRING AUSTRALIA



THE GREAT 
LOCAL LUNCH
A FESTIVAL FAVOURITE RETURNS
2021 marked the 8th year of The Great Local Lunch - one of the most popular 
and anticipated sustainable food events in the National Sustainable Living 
Festival Program. 

This one-of-a-kind celebration of homegrown 
and local food provides a delicious 
opportunity for gardeners, gleaners, farmers 
and advocates to connect and share ideas 
while recognising and learning from each 
other’s achievements in their respective food 
systems.

This unique event is based on the concept 
of ‘crowd-farming’, which means the entire 
Lunch menu is grown and harvested by the 
guests themselves. Throughout the season, 
participating growers embark on a shared 

edible gardening experience that culminates 
in all of them gathering to enjoy the fruits of 
their labour at Australia’s biggest homegrown 
feast.

Local farmers and producers are also 
engaged to contribute a few ingredients at 
scale to supplement certain dishes, which 
then gives these businesses an opportunity to 
connect with new communities and customers 
while receiving free promotion through 
NSLF’s social media channels and targeted 
event communications. 

“ONE EVENT THAT IS MARKED ON REPEAT IN MY ANNUAL CALENDAR IS 
THE GREAT LOCAL LUNCH. I RATE IT AS ONE OF MY MOST REWARDING 
EVENTS BECAUSE OVER THE YEARS SO MANY IDEAS HAVE GROWN FROM 
CONVERSATIONS HELD AROUND THE TABLE, AND SO MANY DIFFERENT 
GROUPS HAVE HAD A CHANCE TO SHOWCASE THEMSELVES TO A BIGGER 
AND BROADER AUDIENCE.”
COSTA GEORGIADIS | ABC’S GARDENING AUSTRALIA | GLL HOST
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THE HOME  
COOKED EDITION
Those who were familiar with the event, or had shared their harvests at The 
Great Local Lunch before, would have noticed that NSLF shook things up a bit 
this year to present a unique evolution of the event - one that used a flexible 
format to account for the fluctuating levels of risk and restrictions that everyone 
involved was facing. 

In the past, growers have dropped off their 
harvests in the lead up to the event to be 
prepared into a multi-course menu by local 
chefs for the big day. However, with an event 
that celebrates home growing, it was a short 
stretch to make the decision to present the 
first-ever ‘Home Cooked Edition’ in response 
to the social distancing challenges presented 
in 2021.

This meant that NSLF was able to bring The 
Great Local Lunch to backyards, kitchens 
and community gardens across Victoria and 
beyond, and gather even more growers, 
gleaners and local food organisations 
together at a much bigger virtual table.

Throughout the growing process, registered 
growers were encouraged to share their 
growing experiences with each other, through 
everything from photos to recipes they were 
planning for their bounty. After bringing in 

their harvests, participants were encouraged 
to safely gather with friends, family or other 
members of their community to hold their 
own homegrown, home cooked feasts while 
attending the online event.

This online edible gardening and sustainable 
food spectacular took audiences on a 
journey around the state to visit a wide 
range of community gardens and local 
food initiatives. Most of these groups had 
gathered for their own community crowd-
farmed feasts, providing a buzzing backdrop 
while they shared about their work and goals. 
Throughout the digital banquet, event host 
Costa Georgiadis also ‘visited’ family kitchens 
and gardens to discover what delicious dishes 
people had created from their harvests and 
keep everyone as involved as possible in this 
adapted event format.
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CULTIVATING NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES
There’s no denying the challenges of adapting what had always been a highly 
interactive, in-person event in a way that would still be engaging in an online 
format. However, the decentralised nature of this year’s event resulted in a 
number of exciting new opportunities in the program and steps towards goals 
set for the campaign in previous years. 

EXPANDING THE PROGRAM
In previous years, The Great Local Lunch was 
held at Birrarung Marr as a Feature Event 
of the Festival’s Big Weekend. This lively 
celebration is still at the heart of the program, 
and NSLF looks forward to resuming it, but 
this format does end up placing limits on 
overall participation based on seating capacity 
and growers’ ability to travel into Melbourne’s 
CBD. Our experience with introducing a 
decentralised format and including an online 

component was that more people were able 
to take part, both as active growers and as 
audience members who could watch and 
learn about edible gardening and sustainable 
food, even if they weren’t actively growing at 
home yet. It also revealed significant potential 
for expanding the program to include more 
satellite events, either during the Festival or 
throughout the year.

REGIONAL LOCAL LUNCHES & COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP
In recent years, NSLF has considered what 
the opportunities could be for expanding 
The Great Local Lunch campaign to feature 
regional events that can celebrate particular 
communities’ sustainable successes in 
their local food systems. This year’s format 
demonstrated clear demand for this type of 
expansion. Community gardens and local 

food initiatives sought out the GLL team to 
request if they could hold their own crowd-
farmed feasts as part of the wider online 
event. Dropping in on these celebrations 
was a joy for audiences, and the sense of 
community pride in what each group had 
grown was palpable.

STUDENT & YOUTH ENGAGEMENT
Increasing participation from students and 
young people growers is an ongoing goal for 
The Great Local Lunch, and in 2021 young 
edible gardeners were not only involved, 
but stole the show! A group of students who 
are leaders in the Growing Green Thumbs 
program at Bonbeach Primary School kicked 
off the speaking program by giving audiences 
a tour of their award-winning school garden 
and presenting how they run their own 

farmers’ market and learn to cook what they 
grow. Towards the end, all of the children 
whose families run The Dairy surprised 
audiences with their own homemade Costa 
beards and couldn’t wait to show audiences 
everything they’d grown for their lunch that 
day. It was heartening to see the level of 
enthusiasm that could be cultivated when 
education and opportunities to participate 
are made available for young people.
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MEET THE LOCAL  
FOOD LEGENDS
The highlight of this year’s Home Cooked Edition of The Great Local Lunch was 
that this was the first time that participating growers and other audiences had 
the chance to connect in each other’s backyards and gardens and actually see 
each other’s growing set up.

Costa’s high energy tour of Australia’s 
sustainable and local food scenes also 
brought the crowd along to a number of 
community gardens and food networks,  
many of whom were hosting their own 

crowd-farmed feasts that day, that are taking 
the lead in making their local food systems 
more sustainable. Guests were eager to hear 
from these speakers and get inspired by the 
wide variety of projects these groups are 
pursuing.

THE LINE-UP OF LOCAL FOOD LEGENDS INCLUDED:
Growing Farmers

Cockatoo Community House

Hills Community Garden

South Melbourne Sustainability Group

Bonbeach Primary School  
& Growing Green Thumbs

Fairfield Community Garden

The Dairy

Pakenham Community Garden

Cardinia Food Network

United African Farm

CERES Environment Park

Eat.Dirt

Harvest ReGen

Farmers Footprint

Young Farmers Connect

Future Feeders

Our Little Flower Farm

Hungry Earth Agroecology
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“OUR AIM IS TO LINK LOCALS TO GOOD, LOCAL PRODUCE, THROUGH 
TEACHING THEM TO GROW IT, COMMUNITY GARDENING, PRODUCE 
SWAPPING AND PROMOTING LOCAL GROWERS...WE ARE ALL IN THIS 
TOGETHER AND THAT WORKING TOGETHER BUILDS A BETTER SOCIAL 
AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD NETWORK.” 
COCKATOO COMMUNITY HOUSE

“WE IMAGINE A FOOD SYSTEM 
THAT’S FAIR AND HEALTHY FOR 
EVERYONE – THAT MOVES WITH 
THE SEASONS AND AWAY FROM 
FOSSIL FUELS; THAT PARTNERS 
WITH NATURE AND REGENERATES 
PLACES; THAT BRINGS EATERS 
AND FEEDERS BACK TOGETHER 
TO INSPIRE A NEW APPRECIATION 
(AND REVERENCE FOR!) FOOD.”
GROWING FARMERS
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ENGAGEMENT 
SNAPSHOT

220

25

550+

82% 41%
7

PARTICIPATING  
GROWERS

FEATURED GARDENS  
& GROWERS

TOTAL ONLINE EVENT ATTENDANCE 
(INCLUDING LIVESTREAM)

NEW  
REGISTRATIONS

‘NEW OR LEARNING’  
GROWERS

SATELLITE CROWD-FARMED  
EVENTS

PARTICIPATING FARMERS & PRODUCERS:

KEY PARTNERS

PROMOTIONAL PARTNERS

TOP MEDIA COVERAGE

CIT Y OF MELBOURNE RMIT SUSTAINABILIT Y MEMEME  
PRODUCTIONS

CIT Y WEST WATER

Thriving Foods Farm

Orchard End Farm

Sherwood Park Orchard

Bellevue Orchard

Summer Snow Juice 

United African Farm

The Artisan Crust

Springfern Farm Eggs

Gippsland Jersey

Loafer Bread

Powlett Hill

Blue Bay Cheese

Mt Zero Olives

Carter Family Farm

Merri Café

CERES - Honey Lane Organic 
Farm

Gamila

Burrum Biodynamics

Slater Farms

The Practical Beekeeper

Lard Ass

Schulz  Organic Dairy

Gorgeous George

Otway Pasta Company

Stone & Wood

Our Little Flower Farm

Good Natured Gardening

Harvest Newrybar

Charlie Arnott Regenerative 
Agriculture

Jacob Birch - Indigenous 
Grains Researcher

Joel Orchard - Mushroom 
Farmer

Clayton Donovan - Chef

Peter Hardwick - Forager

LOCAL FOOD CONNECT
ZERO WASTE VICTORIA

SUSTAIN
CIT Y OF STONNINGTON

CANBERRA  
ENVIRONMENT CENTRE

CIT Y OF BAYSIDE

THE AGE ABC RADIO 3RRR
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SUSTAINABILITY 
NOW @ QVM 
This year NSLF returned to the Queen Victoria Market to present Sustainability 
NOW, a series of weekend workshops designed to help people rethink 
their relationships with possessions and what we consider waste. Recycling, 
upcycling and repair experts were on the scene to give audiences the tools 
they’d need to make positive steps toward more sustainable lifestyles, now. 

While the risk of another COVID shut down 
nearly saw these events moved online, a 
format that had the potential to reach a 
larger overall audience, it was clear that the 
community was craving connection without 
wifi. Being able to interact in person gave 
audiences practical, hands-on ways to rebuild 
from the pandemic more sustainably.

Despite a snap lockdown in mid-February, 
confirming an event organiser’s worst fears, 
the NSLF team was able to reschedule the 
activities and merge the activation program 
over two weekends. 

All efforts were made for the workshop 
practitioners to be able to participate in 
person as restrictions began to ease again.

Nearby permanent vendors at the market 
had a very positive response to the 
activities because they were also focused 
on sustainability products, with many of the 
stall holders promoting the workshops on 
their own social media profiles. Despite the 
logistical hurdles, the Sustainability NOW 
program was a successful way to reconnect 
audiences with sustainability this summer. 
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TOOLS FOR CHANGE
This practical workshop and skill-share session 
was driven by two volunteer-led initiatives 
providing the tools and education for people 
to live more sustainably and learn to repair 
and care for their home and belongings. This 
session was facilitated by Brunswick Tool 
Library and Brunswick Repair Café. Audiences 
were able to see electrical repairs, furniture 
turning and knife sharpening. Visitors were 
eager to learn tips that they could easily use 
at home. 

PRECIOUS PLASTIC
Precious Plastic Melbourne is a leading-edge 
plastic recycling workspace & community 
project that is on a mission to tackle plastic 
pollution. This year they set up as a pop-up 
recycling workshop and demonstrated how 
innovative upcycling can turn waste and 
unwanted plastic into quality, useable goods. 
Their team engaged visitors in conversation 
about how their global community is working 
towards a solution to plastic pollution, striving 
for a circular economy and better outcomes 
for traditionally ‘non-recyclable’ products, 
and encouraging communities and businesses 
alike to find creative ways to make a second 
life for plastic waste.

REFURBISHED FASHION
This interactive session was designed for 
people who love clothes and hate waste. 
Attendees were invited to bring along clothes 
in need of a repair to get personal advice 
on how they could care for and repair their 
clothes, to make them last longer. Through 
three specifically-tailored skills workshops 
run by Karhina Textile Art, people learned 
how to mend, restyle and revamp their 
outfits by repairing clothing both visibly and 
invisibly. Mending offers a great life skill 
which can save clothes from landfill, reduce 
environmental impact and save money.

UNEXPECTED UPCYCLING
Hosted by local artistic upcycling brand, 
Aoracreo, this workshop was truly a Festival 
highlight as many of the participants had 
remembered the business and their unique 
products from last year’s Sustainable Pop-
Up Marketplace at QVM. This popular event 
was a fully hands-on experience that taught 
participants how to upcycle plastic bags -  
something most people don’t realise can be 
reused at all, let alone transformed into stylish 
products. Everyone even got to go home with 
their own handmade clutch or pouch.



SUSTAINABILITY  
& DESIGN
LEARNING IN THE HEART OF THE CITY
A dedicated program of events focusing on public design and how  
sustainable architecture can enhance the quality of community life was 
presented in partnership with the Australian Institute of Architects and 
Australian Architects Declare. 

The event series raised awareness and 
celebrated contemporary sustainable 
Australian and international architecture and 
design.

The program featured an expert line-up of 
speakers who explored contemporary design 
themes including, biodesign and decolonising 
urban spaces, values-based design, urban 
restoration and seeding Indigenous corridors.

FEATURING:

Architects as Disruptors: Facing the Climate and Biodiversity Crisis

Indigenous Ecosystem: Seeding Indigenous Corridors & Nodes

Biodesign: Reconciling, Decolonising & Indigenising our Urban Environments

Culture of Caring: An exploration of Values-based Design Thinking

Rebooting & Responding: Pandemic Recovery, Climate Change and Sustainability

The Other Forest: Planting Native Urban Forests for Ecological & Social Regeneration

Local Urban Responses: The Importance of Local Environment and Community
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“DESPITE THE CHALLENGES OF THE PAST YEAR, ONCE AGAIN NSLF 
HAS DELIVERED FREE PUBLIC & HIGH QUALITY EVENTS. THE FESTIVAL 
PROVIDES SUCH GREAT LEADERSHIP COVERING VITAL ISSUES FOR OUR 
CITY LIKE SUSTAINABILITY & DESIGN.”
ROBERT YOUNG 
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DIRTGIRL NOW!
A BACKYARD FAMILY FESTIVAL
This Festival Feature Event was a celebration to inspire the nation! NSLF was 
thrilled to team up with the dirtgirlworld gang for a uniquely interactive online 
event that truly captured this year’s Festival theme of ‘Now or Never’ and 
helped to spread the word about how easy, fun and fascinating it can be to get 
your hands dirty and act now on sustainability. 

Kids unpacked a picnic and gathered 
together across the country to tune in with 
dirtgirl, scrapboy, and Costa the Garden 
Gnome from dirtgirlworld for NOW! – a DIY 
family festival that could be brought to life in 
their own backyards and explored the top 10 
things families could do at home this year to 
grow a climate-safe world.  

With plenty of songs, tips, ideas, special 
guests and ‘kidsperts’, this was a fun-fest to 
inspire kids to keep going strong with planet-
positive living or to seed a whole new way of 
doing things with their family in 2021.

From seeing just how ikky you can go when 
recycling your food waste to joining the 
home-grown revolution and switching the way 
you make your power, this was a gig to make 
you smile while you make a difference.

Complete with a free DIY party kit for every 
sign up and streamed live across Australia, 
NOW! also served as the perfect jumping 
off point for the launch of dirtgirlworld’s first 
project for 2021, ‘Declare You Care’.

15,000+ 5,672
ATTENDEES (VIEWS) AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENTS
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FEATURING:
Mark Seymour

Hussy Hicks

Jeff Lang

Teeny Tiny Stevies

Bunny Racket

Charlie McGee

Formidable Vegetable

Mother Earth

Billy Otto

Poppy’s Patch

Bella Burgemeister

Sharewaste

Grovestreet Gardener

Seabin

Brenna Quinlan

Flowhive

Food is Free Laneway

Our Little Flower Farm

The Rogue Ginger

Shane’s Lunchbox Warriors

#D
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SPOTLIGHT 
ON STUDENTS
A key audience and community group 
that NSLF aims to achieve meaningful 
engagement with is students and 
young people. Providing opportunities 
for young audiences to develop a 
deeper understanding of sustainable 
concepts and practices helps to 
mainstream sustainable living, rather 
than perpetuate the idea that it’s an 
‘alternative lifestyle’. 

With children staying home more than ever 
this year, this was an ideal time to roll out as 
many events as possible that demonstrated 
how many steps toward sustainability young 
people could take from their own backyards, 
or in their local communities, and how fun and 
empowering it could be along the way. From 
early childhood hands-on learning to high 
school and university students taking the lead 
in climate action events, the Festival Program 
was brimming with unique ways to discover 
sustainability at any age.

Highlights from this area of the program 
ranged from nature play and creating sound 
capsules for future humans at ArtPlay to the 
11-17 year old activists from Permayouth 
collaborating on multimedia sustainable 
storytelling. The Festival’s Feature Events 
also saw students step into the spotlight with 
young people taking up key speaking roles 
to teach their peers and parents about the 
projects they’re passionate about.

20+
STUDENT FOCUSED OR LED EVENTS



VENUE  
ACCESSIBILITY
The National Sustainable Living Festival hosted events in a wide range of 
venues throughout Melbourne that provided accessibility services. All efforts 
were made to help ensure our online-streaming, physical venues and events are 
as inclusive and accessible as possible. This is an ever-evolving process as NSLF 
continues to deliver programming that aims to engage the widest possible 
audience. 

FESTIVAL VENUE ACCESSIBILITY FEATURES
Entrances 
Separate entrances and lifts provided access.

Parking 
Accessible parking spaces.

Toilets 
Wheelchair accessible amenities and facilities 
include a baby change area.

Seating 
Accessible seating spaces, accompanied and 
companion seats. 

Hearing Loop 
A hearing loop throughout the building at 
The Capitol.

On-site Assistance 
Crew on site during events to assist with any 
accessibility queries.

Event Recordings  
Recordings of feature events available for live-
streaming online.



ONLINE PROGRAM 
SUPPORT SERVICES
In 2021, NSLF set about developing ways to support Event Partners to continue 
to hold their events, despite the COVID-19 limitations. NSLF set up a suite of 
online event services to help Event Partners deliver their events, where they 
otherwise would not have been able to reconnect with audiences this year. 
By providing one-on-one technical support, hosting capabilities and an online 
webinar platform, engaging these services proved to be a popular way for 
Event Partners to access audiences remotely during this difficult time for in-
person events. 

A rich variety of events were presented 
via these services such as The Future of 
Suburbia, Electric Home Efficiency and a 
wide range of other sessions that included 
climate poetry performances, a sustainability 
book launch, live podcasts exploring climate 
language, and talks on smart resource 

recovery, carbon neutrality in not for profits, 
and ethical investing. NSLF presented two 
other online Feature Events about changing 
the climate narrative. One event opened up 
fun Q&As with The Baronesses about their 
child-free living, while the other opened up a 
conversation about climate safety.

NSLF 2021 ONLINE

NSLF 2021 ONLINE

NSLF 2021 ONLINE

NSLF 2021 ONLINE
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AUDIENCE 
PROFILE
Festival visitors were asked with 
what gender they identify.

Festival visitors were asked 
to nominate their age range.

   FEMALE

   MALE

     GENDER NON-BINARY / DIVERSE

GENDER

AGE

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+ PREFER NOT 
TO SAY

63%

36%

4%

14%
18%

21%

42%

1%

1%

Festival visitors were asked 
their point of origin

REGION OF 
RESIDENCE

CENTRAL METRO 15%

NORTHERN METRO 18%

WESTERN METRO 2%

EASTERN METRO 10%

SOUTHEASTERN METRO 8%

REGIONAL 15%

INTERSTATE 17%

INTERNATIONAL 13%

PREFER NOT TO SAY 1%
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SATISFACTION

ONLINE INFORMATION & PROMOTIONS 91%

SPEAKERS & PRESENTATIONS 96%

VENUE (IF IN-PERSON) 100%

EVENT SUSTAINABILITY 100%

AV & PRODUCTION QUALITY 92%

OVERALL EXPERIENCE  96%

Audiences were surveyed on the level of satisfaction with their 
Festival experience in the categories below. The percentages 
represent the number of respondents who reported their 
experience as ‘Excellent’, ‘Very Good’ or ‘Good’: 

100% 35%
OF IN-PERSON EVENT ATTENDEES 
WOULD VISIT MELBOURNE AGAIN

OF FESTIVAL-GOERS ATTENDED  
MULTIPLE EVENTS

CLIMATE CHANGE

• Strategy & Advocacy

• Policy & Leadership

• Education

LAND ISSUES

• Land Clearing

• Salination

• Agriculture

• Reforestation

BIODIVERSIT Y

• Species Conservation

• Native Forests

• Invasive species

TOP ISSUES FOR AUDIENCES



SHOWCASING 
LOCAL BUSINESS 
& CAMPAIGNS 
As Australia’s largest and longest running sustainability event, NSLF is an 
important platform for local businesses and organisations to showcase their 
sustainable products and initiatives, connect with discerning and engaged 
audiences, and be a part of raising Melbourne and Victoria’s profile as a city 
and state of sustainability.

With the extent of disruptions and challenges 
that 2020 and 2021 have brought to many, 
if not all, of NSLF’s new and longstanding 
collaborators, it was essential to integrate 
as much flexibility as possible into the 
production process for these groups to be 
able to participate in the Festival. NSLF also 
strived to champion these organisations 
and their roles within their communities, in 
alignment with the Festival’s ‘Local Matters’ 
theme.

Four months out from the Festival, NSLF 
implemented its outreach strategy by 
announcing the 2021 Festival themes and 
sending out multiple rounds of targeted 

EDM campaigns to communicate with local 
businesses that the Festival was taking place 
and that there were diverse opportunities for 
involvement. A key adjustment the program 
team made this year was to keep applications 
open into February, allowing Event Partners, 
who were still recovering from the effects of 
the pandemic, to have every possible chance 
to present an event or open up their venues 
at any point during the Festival.

The online event delivery options and free 
online event support services were also well-
received by Event Partners, giving many of 
them a far more cost-effective way to engage 
with audiences under the circumstances.
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COLLABORATORS 
SNAPSHOT

124 50

16

54

68% 100%
EVENT PROGRAM 
PARTNERS

EVENT PARTNERS FROM 
CIT Y OF MELBOURNE

VENUES IN CIT Y OF 
MELBOURNE

IN-PERSON  
FESTIVAL VENUES

OF PARTNER EVENTS WOULD NOT 
HAVE GONE FORWARD WITHOUT 
THE NSLF 2021 PLATFORM

OF EVENT PARTNERS WOULD 
SUBMIT A FUTURE FESTIVAL 
EVENT APPLICATION

CITY OF MELBOURNE  
COLLABORATING ORGANISATIONS
Abacus IT Hire

ABC Radio Melbourne

Aer Design

Artplay

Australian Institute of 
Architects

Bendigo Bank

Birrarung Marr

Business Victoria (State 
Government)

Centenary Reserve 
Community Garden

Citadines on Bourke

CGU Workers Compensation

Climate and Health Alliance

Curate

Cushman & Wakefield

Environment Victoria

Environmental Justice 
Australia

Foundry Park Community 
Garden

Gopals Vegetarian

Great Earth

Greenco Parking

ICLEI Climate 
Communicators Network

Lyell Iffla Reserve 
Community Garden, South 
Melbourne

Melbourne Sustainable 
Society Institute

Netregistry

Optus

Our Community

Parkade (MPavilion)

Port Melbourne Uniting 
Church

Queen Victoria Market 

Revival Sustainable 
Workshop

RMIT University

Ross House

Royal Botanic Gardens 
Victoria, Melbourne

South Melbourne 
Sustainability Group Inc

Sustain - The Australian 
Food Network

Sustainability Victoria

The Age

The Big Issue

The Capitol

Transitions Film Festival

Travellers Aid

VicHealth

Victorian Trades Hall Council

Village Cinemas Crown 
Casino

Villawood Properties

Viva Financial Planning

Webjet

Z Transport Group (couriers)

WE GOT ALMOST 50% OF OUR BOOKINGS THROUGH NSLF ON THE 
SAME DAY. WE HAD TO MAKE A FEW CHANGES TO OUR ORIGINAL 
EVENT, BUT THE COMMUNICATION AND EFFICIENCY FROM [YOUR 
TEAM] IN HELPING US MAKE THESE ADJUSTMENTS WAS EXCEPTIONAL.  
CLARE MACDONALD | EVENT PARTNER | YARRAVILLE COMMUNITY CENTRE



FESTIVAL  
PROMOTIONS
The Festival is committed to providing a valuable and dynamic marketing 
platform for its Feature Events and Event Partners. NSLF employs a range of 
online and traditional marketing channels - underpinned by sustainable best 
practice, Festival promotions concentrate on communications through online 
platforms, digital publications, radio and television, and only sustainable 
printing services are selected when creating collateral.

In addition to promoting the Festival 
Events Program, NSLF uses its considerable 
audience network and database to give Event 
Partners, venues, associated NGOs, and other 
collaborators a visibility boost and provides 
free marketing support in the form of social 
media, EDM content, copywriting, and 
graphic design.

This year, the Festival was able to attract 
significant coverage of many of its Feature 
Events from trusted and high profile media 
publishers. The mixed format of the Events 

Program allowed Festival promotions to 
extend to a wider geographic audience, 
raising the Festival’s national and international 
profile. While the Festival website, Facebook 
page and eNewsletters were some of the 
most valuable tools for reaching audiences, 
the high levels of word-of-mouth awareness 
show that people were actively connecting or 
reconnecting through the Festival this year - 
achieving one of NSLF’s key goals for 2021.
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950K 200K

COMMUNICATIONS SNAPSHOT

Festival-goers were asked how they found out 
about the NSLF event/s they attended:

    WEBSITE

    SOCIAL MEDIA

     FESTIVAL ENEWS

     WHAT’S ON LISTING

   PARTNER ENEWS

   WORD OF MOUTH

   TRADITIONAL MEDIA

PROMOTIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT

MEDIA REACH

TOP MEDIA OUTLETS

ONLINE ENGAGEMENT

ABC NEWS
ABC RADIO (DRIVE, RN 
BREAKFAST, AFTERNOONS)

3RRR RADIO
3CR COMMUNIT Y RADIO
THE AGE

THE BIG ISSUE
THE CITIZEN
URBAN LIST

38,200

29K+253K+
WEBSITE VISITS

ONLINE

PRINT ADVERTISING

TRADITIONAL

COMBINED SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIENCESOCIAL MEDIA REACH

15,120
E-NEWS SUBSCRIBERS

23%

15%

23%
3%

4%

28%

4%

Poster Campaign - A2 & A3 
Festival Posters displayed in 400+ 
high visibility locations in Inner 
Melbourne



“WE HAVE TO MOVE RAPIDLY, WHAT WE DO 
OVER THE NEXT 3-4 YEARS I BELIEVE, IS GOING 
TO DETERMINE THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY”
SIR DAVID KING  
FORMER UK GOVERNMENT CHIEF SCIENTIFIC ADVISER
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ECONOMIC  
IMPACT

$515,840

76%

$309,500

35%

$206,340

70%

ESTIMATED ECONOMIC IMPACT  
FOR IN-PERSON EVENTS

OF FESTIVAL EVENTS  
WERE FREE TO ATTEND

STATEWIDE PERFORMANCE

OF FESTIVAL-GOERS MADE 
LOCAL RETAIL PURCHASES 
DURING THEIR VISIT

CIT Y OF MELBOURNE 
PERFORMANCE

OF FESTIVAL-GOERS SPENT 
LOCALLY ON FOOD & BEVERAGE 
DURING THEIR VISIT

The National Sustainable Living Festival’s economic impact report is calculated 
from audience research covering estimated spending from those who attended 
in-person Festival events and activations, both within the City of Melbourne 
jurisdiction and the wider State of Victoria.

Audience research shows that the average spend when attending an in-person 
event was $62.00



SUSTAINABILITY 
SNAPSHOT
SETTING THE STANDARD  
FOR SUSTAINABLE EVENTS
As Australia’s largest and longest running 
sustainability event, NSLF is committed to 
“walking the talk” in terms of sustainable 
event production. The Festival adheres to 
rigorous sustainability best practice policies 
in its own operations and uses its 20+ years 
of experience producing sustainable events 
to work with Festival stakeholders in efforts 
to progress sustainable event delivery in 
Melbourne and beyond. NSLF encourages, 
and assists when requested, all stakeholders 
to work to meet the sustainability standard set 
by the Festival and maintain these practices 
beyond the Festival period as well.

GOING ZERO WASTE
This year, NSLF was able to deliver a zero-
waste Feature Events Program. All of the 
Festival’s Signature Events were bin-free and 
not catered, therefore avoiding food and 
other waste and upholding our ‘no-single 
use’ policy. All printed collateral for Festival 
advertising was also recycled responsibly.

Visitors were encouraged to bring reusable 
drink bottles when attending events and to 
opt to dine-in at local restaurants rather than 
take food away. Festival Event Partners were 
also encouraged to deliver bin-free events 
where possible, and if catering was available 
at Open Access events, organisers were 
asked to respect the Festival’s policy against 
single-use plastics and to provide sustainably-
sourced, plant-based food options.
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Methods of transport used by  
audiences attending in-person events:

   WALK     RIDE 
SHARE 

     CAR

   BICYCLE     PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT

VISITOR 
TRANSPORT  

SUSTAINABILITY 
EDUCATION

33%

16%17%

17%

17%

81%
OF AUDIENCES REPORTED EXPANDING 
THEIR SUSTAINABILIT Y KNOWLEDGE

ADDITIONAL SUSTAINABILITY  
MEASURES IN 2021:
• Selecting & promoting venues that use 

100% renewable energy or accredited 
GreenPower/off-grid renewable energy 
supply

• Energy efficiency measures in the 
production office and on-site at key Festival 
venues

• Promotion of sustainable transport methods 
to Festival audiences and production team

• Emphasising digital marketing in Festival 
promotions to reduce paper use

• Reminding Festival-goers to bring reusable 
water bottles to events and providing water 
refill stations where they can refill

• Green and local procurement across all 
areas of event operations

• Minimising speaker travel emissions through 
live stream usage and mixed event formats

• Zero Waste Strategy - the Festival has 
long eliminated single-use products and 
disposable food packaging from its events 
and helps its Event Partners figure out 
strategies to do the same

“I DIDN’T REALISE SO 
MUCH PLASTIC WAS 
NOT BEING RECYCLED AT 
EVENTS!”
AUDIENCE MEMBER  
PRECIOUS PLASTICS @ QVM



REFLECTIONS
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•  Consistent feedback from partners and 

audience was that it was great to see the 
Festival going ahead despite recent disruptions.

•   In a year full of uncertainty and logistical 
challenges, the Festival presented: 94 
online events and 88 in-person events - 
total of 182 events.

•   The live streaming of Festival events led to 
substantially broadening the geographic 
audience reach of many of the NSLF 
Feature Events.

•  High profile media coverage for Festival 
Feature Events through ABC Melbourne 
Radio, ABC Radio National and The Age.

•  Reflecting on our team’s experience 
bringing this year’s Festival to life, and 
reviewing feedback from our audience 
members and Partners, NSLF has identified 
a number of opportunities for growth.

CHALLENGES
•  Not surprisingly, the biggest production 

challenge was the impact of COVID-19. The 
uncertainty it brought to the planning and 
the event execution process was extremely 
disruptive on a number of levels, including 
effects on communications, funding and 
scheduling events. Not knowing what format 
we should/could deliver events at different 
times in the lead up to the Festival, and 
throughout February, was challenging.

• Managing the Festival’s audience feedback 
relating to NSLDs COVID-19 response. We 
recived regular negative feeback about 
running in person events.

•  There were both advantages and 
disadvantages for the production team 
working remotely. It became challenging to 
have the crew working remotely during the 
main production phase.

• Registration numbers for events were  
solid throughout, however, this did not  
always convert to attendance numbers on 
the day of the events.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
• Continue the opportunity to hold online 

events, providing a more flexible and 
inclusive program format for Event Partners 
and audiences alike.

• Expand knowledge and expertise in live 
streaming, which has been successful in 
carrying key messages, content and the 
Festival’s profile to audiences further afield.

• Return to more opportunities for in-person 
connections and networking.

• Continue to cultivate content based on 
the ‘Crisis Lessons’ theme, which offers 
audiences tangible examples of emergency-
level action that can be applied to the 
climate debate.

“THE FESTIVAL BUILDS A BUZZ AND ATTRACTS WIDER 
AUDIENCES THAN LOCAL GROUPS LIKE OURS ARE ABLE TO 
DO. IT’S WONDERFUL TO BE PART OF SUCH AN EXCELLENT 
AND VARIED PROGRAM THAT IS RUN SO SMOOTHLY.”  
DAREBIN CLIMATE ACTION NOW | FESTIVAL EVENT PARTNER
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IT WAS A GREAT PLEASURE TO 
CONTRIBUTE TO A FORUM SERIES 

WHICH IS DESIGNED TO STIMULATE 
THE SORTS OF CONVERSATIONS 

THAT WE NEED TO HAVE TO 
RESPOND TO OUR CURRENT 

CLIMATE EMERGENCY
ALI MOORE | ABC BROADCASTER 



PRINCIPAL PARTNER

FESTIVAL PARTNERS

MAJOR PARTNERS

ASSOCIATE PARTNERS

EVENT PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

NSLF extends our deepest appreciation to all of our Partners for their incredible support in 
helping to create this treasured event. Some relationships now span more than two impactful 
decades, while others brought exciting new collaborations in 2021. We celebrate our 
partnerships as much as the Festival itself and look forward to working with you all again. 
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OPERATIONS TEAM
Luke Taylor  Festival Director

Rosalie Maxted  Administration Manager

Andrea Kimbrell  Partnerships Manager

Olive Gilbert The Capitol Venue Manager

Alexandra Lay Social Media Coordinator  

Mattis Kopstad  Website Coordinator

Jaimee van Kampen  Graphic Designer

Jenny McLaren  Graphic Designer

Suparom Ronyut Graphic Designer

Jeri Ko Animator

Chris Grose  Video Production

Benni Knop Video Production / Livestream Production

PROGRAM TEAM
Sarah McConnell  Forum Series Program Manager 
Andrea Kimbrell  Great Local Lunch Manager 
Kirsty Bishop-Fox Queen Victoria Market Program Coordinator 
Nagisa Ochi Open Access Program Manager 
Ravenna Bouckaert Open Access Team 
Ada Coxall Open Access Team

SLF COUNCIL       PHOTOGRAPHY
Giselle Wilkinson President     Julian Meehan 
Peter Cock Vice President   Lara Arnott 
Carolyn Brush Secretary  
Adam Nassios Treasurer   
John Merory 
Michael Staindl

FESTIVAL TEAM
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